Dodge avenger 2000

The Dodge Avenger is a front-wheel drive , mid-sized sedan that was marketed by Dodge. The
Avenger made its North American debut in as a two-door coupe that was produced until The
model name was re-introduced to the market as a four-door sports sedan starting in The model
year marked the end of Avenger production as the mid-sized models for both the Dodge and
Chrysler brands were consolidated into the new Chrysler [1] while Dodge received the new
compact Dart. Introduced as a two-door coupe in North America, the Dodge Avenger was built
from to in a similar size and price class as the Dodge Daytona , which was discontinued in
Avengers and Sebring coupes built from to both have DSM markings in their engine
compartments. The Avenger was built on a The four-cylinder was coupled to either a five-speed
manual transmission , shared with the Mitsubishi Eclipse and Eagle Talon , or a four-speed
automatic. The V6 engine was only available with the A automatic transmission. Trims included
the "Highline" base model V6 among other options made standard in and the ES. A DOHC valve
2. A SOHC valve 2. Standard were inch wheels and the license plate was moved from the decklid
to the rear bumper. The front and rear fascias were redesigned. A Sport model introduced in
addition to the base and ES. The Avenger Sport package consisted of exclusive inch aluminum
wheels and a body-color spoiler. This appearance package" was available on the Base model.
The V6 is also standard for the ES, as well as rear disc brakes. An on-board recycling vapor
recovery system, cafe latte exterior color, and a black and gray interior color combination are
added. Next-generation driver and front passenger airbags are added, as well as a new exterior
color: Shark Blue. The V6 engine and automatic transmission are standard on all models in
mid-year, as well as several options. Anti-lock braking system was used in all ES models to The
four-cylinder engine was discontinued for Standard features, that had previously been optional,
included power windows and locks. Base models added cruise control and 4-wheel disc brakes.
ES coupes now come with standard leather upholstery, keyless remote entry, and a power
driver's seat. The coupe did not achieve high sales numbers and in the Avenger was
discontinued. It was replaced by the Dodge Stratus coupe for This model was also made at the
former Diamond Star plant by Mitsubishi, using the Eclipse platform and architecture, though
the Stratus sedan was engineered and built by Chrysler. The Dodge Avenger nameplate was
reused in February as a model year [4] sedan to replace the Dodge Stratus , whose coupe
version had replaced the original Avenger in It was launched in Europe and was sold in the
United Kingdom, filling a gap in the Chrysler range that was left by the Neon's demise four
years earlier. It was also launched in Australia, although with only the 2. The - model was sold
widely in New Zealand. Another television spot likened the Avenger to the "superhero" vehicle
for the everyman, depicting a driver piloting his Avenger through Gotham-like streets and
alleys, speaking to the MyGig entertainment system in distinctly Batman -reminiscent tones, to
arrive home, pull into a two-car garage and open the rear door to a sleeping child in the rear
car-seat. Additional engines included an optional 2. In addition to the 2. Following Fiat's
takeover of Chrysler Group, markering of the Avenger was discontinued in the United Kingdom,
but sales continued in the Republic of Ireland and in Western Europe until late For the model
year the Avenger received its first major overhaul since its re-introduction. Exterior changes
include slightly revised sheet metal with a new crosshair grille displaying the new Dodge logo
on the lower right corner of the grille, a sleeker bumper cut design, and standard LED
combination taillights. Changes to the interior are more noticeable with a completely redesigned
dashboard and instrument panel featuring an available 6. Higher-quality soft-touch plastics for
dashboard, door, and trim panels replace the old materials, which were criticized for their poor
fit and finish quality, as well as being unpleasant to the touch. The seats receive better
cushioning and higher-grade upholstery. Two-tone interior color combinations will be available.
Also available was the new 3. The suspension was revised to improve handling and ride quality.
The to Avenger, also sold as the Chrysler Sebring from to , and the Chrysler from to , received
an overall "Good" rating by the IIHS indicating no significant injuries. In the small overlap test,
the car received an overall "Acceptable" rating due to marginal dummy kinematics and slight
intrusion into the passenger compartment. In the side test, the Avenger earns a "Good" rating,
however, rib fractures would be possible for the driver. In the roof strength evaluation, it earns a
"Good" rating, as well as its head restraints and seats. The discontinuation of the Dodge
Avenger was announced by the automaker in early , along with the end of the Chrysler
convertible model. The coupe was used for the and incarnations of the International Race of
Champions. Avenger sheet metal was also used on race cars by several ARCA race teams from
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LCCN : sh All good things must come to an end, or so the saying goes, and the Avenger is no
exception. The Dodge Avenger is the last year for this sports coupe popular for its snazzy
appearance, great handling, and driving enjoyment. For its last year, the Avenger saw the
continuation of the mid-year changes from The V6, 2. Also added as standard features on the
base are cruise control, 4-wheel disc brakes, and new upholstery. In , the Avenger ES gets
power leather seats and some new colors. It is still speedy, roomy, and stylish, but the
complaints about the transmission and reliability haven't changed over the six years of this
car's life. Overall, drivers love this car. Do not mourn the passing of the Avenger. It is not gone
so much as reborn Chrysler discontinued the Avenger when it decided to add a coupe model to
its Stratus line. I would like to know if you need to take off the timing belt in order to get to the
water pump on a Dodge avenger. Average user score. Based on 1 review. Fast Sporty Coupe by
Jeffrey-and. Updated Sep 21, by Anonymous. What's your take on the Dodge Avenger? Have
you driven a Dodge Avenger? Rank This Car. Cars compared to Dodge Avenger. Have
questions? Ask a question. Browse questions. Favorite Favorite. Dodge Avenger Experts. Know
more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare
Dodge Avenger to Related Models. Select Year Nobody misses the Dodge Daytona. You will
recall that the Daytona was a front-wheel-drive sport coupe based on the K-Car chassis. After a
decade on the market with minimal changes, Chrysler mercifully pulled the plug on the Daytona,
replacing it with the Mitsubishi Galant-based Avenger in Smaller, lighter and less powerful than
the GP or the Monte, Dodge has managed to squeeze nearly as much interior space but not as
much performance into the smoothly styled Avenger. Base and ES flavors are available. For ,
Dodge has dropped the four-cylinder engine and manual transmission, making a wheezy
horsepower, 2. Refinement is not the Avenger's trump card, either. But, of course, you pay for
perfection, and this sporty Dodge costs thousands less than competing models from Japan.
Other changes for include revised cloth seats and larger wheels and tires for the Base model.
ES versions get a standard power driver's seat and leather upholstery. Ice Silver and Ruby Red
paint colors debut. Next year, an all-new Avenger arrives and is expected to be larger,
structurally stiffer, and powered by heartier four- and six-cylinder engines. Overall, the Avenger
is high on practicality and style but low on power and refinement. An accommodating coupe,
the Avenger's only real shortcoming is its weak engine. If you're looking for performance, shop
elsewhere. But with prices for the top-of-the-line Avenger ES on par with base editions of
competing products, and substantial rebates sure to be a mainstay to move models off the lots,
the Avenger is a tempting piece indeed. Available styles include 2dr Coupe, and ES 2dr Coupe.
Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Dodge Avenger. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably
tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided
you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a
few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month

basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so.
Check out Dodge lease specials Check out Dodge Avenger lease specials. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Weak and
thrashy V6, automatic transmission only. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for
sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Base Avengers get new standard equipment,
including the 2. A sport package is optional. A power leather-trimmed driver's seat is included
with ES trim for Two key fobs come with the remote keyless-entry system this year, and two
new colors are available. The Avenger will be completely redesigned and take the Stratus
nameplate for Read more. Write a review See all 8 reviews. I have had this care now for 6 years
and have had a great experience. I have had no major mechanical expense, just routine
maintainece. I've had my Avenger for almost 3 years now and its been a great car. Besides a few
small problems all was well with the car. I bought this car for my wife. I decided on this car
based soley on looks, and the fact that every review mentioned that the quality was much better
after It has been a reliable car and has given me no major problems, but I will not own another
one. After 40, miles, there are numerous interior creaks and groans, the interior light keep
blowing, the motor has developed a "tick" and the transmission is shifting is very sloppy. Read
less. I had a leased Olds Alero to compare against -- and found that the Olds felt more bouncy
had sport susp. The 17" wheels must help the ES. The Avenger feels 'longer' and rides more
smoothly nice , and is also more quiet. Steering on winding rural roads is a little different less
sport 'tight' than the Olds but comfortable nonetheless. Body noise and fit are much better on
the Avenger. GM does nice things with the technology like using antilock sensors to determine
when your tire pressure is low but between the two I pick the Avenger ES. See all 8 reviews of
the Used Dodge Avenger. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No
Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People
who viewed this also viewed 3. Sponsored cars related to the Avenger. Sign Up. Make Model
Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Comes
equipped with: Air Conditioning. Newer tires! Wow, we have a beautiful Avenger for you! The
body is very clean with a shiny, stylish, and eye catching appearance. I have driven the vehicle
for a few days, I like the smooth, quiet, reliable, fuel efficient, peppy, and sporty ride. The
interior is clean. If you demand style, quality, value, fuel economy, and a very strong running
ride, this gorgeous Avenger may be for you! View our entire inventory at Call us today! COM We
look forward to hearing from you! Advertised prices reflects Dealer Discounts. Please confirm
with dealer as to prior acquisition. All prices, specifications and availability subject to change
without notice. Visit dealer for most current information. Due to the high demand for our
individually selected vehicle inventory, there may be times that an individual vehicle is no
longer available at the time you arrive at the Dealership. This is due to a time delay between
posting the vehicle, its actual sale and delivery and removal from the web site. Posting, sale and
delivery of all pre-owned vehicles is an evolving process. Sometimes displayed vehicles may
still not be available for a variety of reasons, such as subject to prior sales, removal and
transport elsewhere, awaiting title and ownership confirmation. To better insure the specific
vehicle's availability, you should contact the Dealership to confirm its present availability. Call
or visit with us to see what you qualify for. We can refer you to transporters that ship to the
lower 48 at reasonable rates. Miles listed may vary from actual mileage due to local test drives
etc. Used Vehicles may only have one key and may have equipment missing or different than
listed. Prices subject to change at any time. As Is Vehicles receive limited reconditioning to help
keep the price low to the public. These vehicles are sold AS IS with no express or implied
warranty. Hurry in today for a test drive, as these cars sell quickly. Clift Buick GMC assumes no
responsibility for any repairs regardless of any oral statements made about the vehicle.
Odometer is miles below market average! At Clift, you will find the Lowest Prices Possible. This
is a fresh trade that has not and will not be serviced. This is just an alternative to taking it to the
auction. Here at Glassman Automotive we believe in delivering superior service and respect for
our customers time. With Glassman Assurance you can expect us to go above and beyond your
expectations. We don't want to sell you a car we want to ''Help you buy one''. All sales are finalno refunds or exchanges. This vehicle will be sold as-is before it goes to auction. The vehicle
will get a detail inside and out also a safety inspection and oil change. We welcome pre-buy
inspections with a mechanic of your choice. Please call and schedule your appointment as this
vehicle wont last long. We are open and ready to serve you! Shop safely and conveniently from
the comfort of your home. To Protect Your Safety, we are currently offering Home
Services:Virtual Tour of Vehicle: We will use live interactive video chat to give you a virtual walk
around of any vehicle we have in stock. Test Drive at Home: We will bring the vehicle to your
home for a no-obligation test drive. Local Home Delivery: If you buy a vehicle, we will deliver the
vehicle to your home or a place of your choosing. Come take it for a test drive at Piehl Motors

today. Piehl Motors: Simply Unbeatable! Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save
Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Type
Sedan Coupe 1. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic Cylinders 4 cylinders 6
cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent
price drops. No accidents. Know The Deal. Price Drop. Frame damage. Showing 1 - 18 out of
listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I have had this care now for 6 years and have had a great
experience. I have had no major mechanical expense, just routine maintainece. Sign Up. A
two-door sports coupe, the Avenger easily fits up to four passengers with ease, yet is still sleek
and powerful enough to attract sporty drivers. Suggested vehicles Specification comparison
Related news. Based on the platform of the Mitsubishi Galant the Dodge Avenger was pro
p0012 scion tc
semi trailer wiring diagrams
ford fiesta spark plugs change
duced from through The Avenger was available in both base and ES trim models and originally
was available in two different engine size an transmission types, the four-cylinder 5-speed base
model and the V6 automatic ES. The V6 eventually became standard on all trim models, but was
only available as an automatic. The original Avenger featured in wheelbase. The V6 engine was
only available with the A transmission and could not be swapped out easily due to a lack of
transmission capable of fitting around the front axle. Born out of a partnership between
Chrysler and Mitsubishi, the Dodge Avenger featured an exciting style and a spacious cabin.
The Avenger was discontinued in and Dodge's newest coupe was renamed the Stratus Coupe.
Engine Specs. Dimension Specs. Lower Priced Cars. Higher Priced Cars. Similar Priced Cars.
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